Would your scheme membership data meet the
Pensions Regulator’s guidance on record
keeping?
Is your data robust enough to help you through a significant
de-risking exercise such as a buy-out?
Our expert independent team can work with you and your
partners to develop a solution that fits: allowing you to
concentrate on what you do best – looking after your scheme
and its members.

Product detail:




Data Audit Service
We work with you to make sure you completely understand
your scheme data, developing practical solutions to address
any issues that we might find.



Simplicity - Our system can configure data extracts
from any administration system



Choice – Our suite of tests can include TPR common,
conditional and bespoke tests relevant to your scheme



Analysis - Provide summary and in-depth reports with
analysis and recommendations



Guidance - Provide a project plan to rectify any
identified data issues in line with your goals and priorities, estimating the cost and timescale to address each
issue.

Cont...



Dedicated Data Managers
to work with you and your
partners
Guidance on what tests or
checks would best suit
your needs
We keep you informed
every step of the way

...continued
Data Cleanse

Benefits

Our Data Cleanse Service is completely tailored to 
your scheme, using the most cost-effective methods 
to update records, making sure all member data is

accurate and fit for purpose.



Planning – We prioritise any relevant data
issues addressing those with the biggest
benefits to your scheme




Improve scheme governance
Meet your members’ expectations
Comply with TPR regulations
Improve your decision-making for future plans
Improve the accuracy of your scheme
valuation

Next steps
Transparency - Regular reporting to ensure
budgets and timescales are closely monitored In the first instance email or telephone us with your

Flexibility – We work together to ensure that requirements using the contact details on the
plans and priorities are constantly reviewed
previous page. We will then put you in touch with
the best person to help meet your needs.
Why use RPMI?



We’re independent, so you can be sure we’ll
provide an unbiased, honest and upfront review.
We also understand that addressing data issues
can be difficult, so we provide expert guidance and
planning, working within agreed timescales, budgets
and goals.
Improving your scheme data can improve the
confidence in your decision-making, improve the
accuracy of your scheme valuation and
demonstrate good scheme governance to your
members.

